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Concert Notes by Tim Van Schmidt 

 

Bonepony 3/9/04 Avogadro’s Number 

 

An energetic celebration, part rock and roll, part gospel, part funk, part bluegrass…Scott a 

soulful and powerful vocalist, often immersed in the moment, wailing near towards the 

microphone, also percussionist…big beat lies underneath, Tramp on violin, mando, bass, 

stick/beer bottle, bells around ankle…just keep the beat going, or speed it up like “Bleeker 

Street”…newer ones, “Jubilee” an uplifting celebration…Scott continually inviting people to 

dance, to join the celebration…they speak off stage with positive, friendly meaning…Scott 

encouraging people to support independent artists like Bonepony…like KRFC…support live 

music…people dancing, sweating…enjoying the beat, that is until they rev it up so far you can’t 

keep up- bluegrass typed material…Tramp fiddle medley…Nick on guitars, different 

sounds/effects, include acoustic, electric (great solo), steel guitar/slide guitar…new song 

“Twenty More People” a philosophy of business- willing to play for people, spreading own 

word…after show, meeting people, being sincere in their friendliness…”Fish in the Sea” again 

rev it up…catchy tune, sticks in head, memorable words, a kind of innocence…guys talking to 

kids dancing/little girls…even family-friendly…Scott rant about people needing funk in their 

lives…like Bin Laden- “the Mothership (P Funk) should just go land right on top of Bin Laden” 

…compact set-up, but a lot of instruments on stage…just surround themselves with instruments 

and keep shifting, both Scott and Nick had stomp shoes…it truly did make you feel like 

stomping your feet…a happy celebration…making people feel happy, free, stronger…a good 

mission in life…merchandising….Tramp gives out bonepony magnets afterwards….thanks to dj 

who hosted show earlier in day…Avo’s newly expanded/remodeled a much more comfortable 

room…even the owner’s getting drunk and having fun…thanks to guy who set Bonepony up 

with Avo’s…very conscious of their business/who’s involved, keeping it straight, a good 

example of independent band/marketing…constantly touring…set seems about the same, at least 

goes the same place, many of same songs…what works works…end with version of Pink 

Floyd’s “The Wall” “All in all, you’re just another brick in the wall” with a bluegrass/soul 

feel…also “Blue Moon of Kentucky” with a lot of stylistic changes throughout…a kind of down 

home, home grown feeling, positive 


